This paper investigates the problem of sensor power control for the scenario of remote state estimation. Most existing works mainly focus on designing sensor power scheduling schemes to minimize average estimation errors or terminal estimation errors when the sensor's transmission capability is restrained by the energy budget. By contrast with these objectives, we aim to balance the cost of sensor power and the quality of remote estimation in this work. Specifically, we are interested in the problem that minimizes the expected weighted average sum of the remote state estimation errors and the sensor's transmission power costs in an infinite time horizon. A Markov decision process framework is adopted to present the structure of the optimal power control strategy. However, it is not possible to find an analytical expression of the optimal solution. Thus, we further present an approximation solution and then derive a suboptimal sensor power control strategy. Finally, a simulation example is provided to show the effectiveness of our designed sensor control strategy.
Introduction
Networked control systems are constituted of physical plants, sensors, estimators, controllers, actuators and the communication medium (Cao et al., 2017; Ding and Zheng, 2017; Meng et al., 2016a; Sandberg et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016d; Zhou et al., 2017) . They have a large number of applications in industrial manufacture, smart grids, intelligent transportation, telemedicine and so on (Cao et al., 2016; Ge et al., 2016; Kim and Kumar, 2012; Yang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016b) . Our manufacturing technology and human living style have prominently improved, along with the development of networked control systems (Meng et al., 2016b; Poovendran, 2010; Zhang et al., 2016c) .
To monitor the real-time states of physical plants remotely, a large number of sensors are deployed near them so as to transmit the measurements to the remote estimators via a wireless network. An important restriction of the operation of sensors is that they are often confined by energy budgets (He et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017a) . System managers have to establish proper energy dispatch policies to save on energy cost or design sensor power control strategies to achieve optimal system performances, e.g. minimizing remote state estimation errors. Shi et al. (2011b) provided an optimal sensor power scheduling strategy, which aims to minimize the expected average sum estimation errors subject to the sensor's energy constraint. Yang et al. (2014) designed a stochastic sensor activation policy to reduce the cost of the sensor's energy for distributed state estimation. To minimize the expected average estimation error covariance, an optimal dynamic sensor data transmission policy was presented by Ren et al. (2014) . For the purpose of reducing the cost of sensor power in communication with remote estimators for the multiple-sensors scenario, Shi et al. (2014) designed an eventtriggered sensor scheduler based on multiple point-and setvalued measurements. By virtue of the Bayesian inference method, Wu et al. (2015) developed a data-driven power transmission strategy, which can reduce the estimation error covariance. Han et al. (2015) provided a stochastic eventtriggered sensor scheduler, which can overcome the challenge that the Gaussian property of the innovation process is not establishable. Weerakkody et al. (2016) generalized the work of Han et al. (2015) to the multiple-sensors scenario and introduced a multi-sensor scheduling strategy.
In fact, not only sensor power but also real-time states of wireless communication channels will affect the reception rate of sensor data packets (Zhang et al., 2017b; Zhu et al., 2016) . In many recent works, the communication channel states are assumed to be time-invariant and the indicator variables of the sensor packet reception are often described as an independent binary sequence with identical distribution (Ren et al., 2014) . However, this model is idealistic, in that it deviates from the actual case. Thus, some more recent reports in the literature have assumed that communication process follows a stochastic model, e.g. fading channels (Ge et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2016; Quevedo et al., 2012; Ren et al., 2017) . Quevedo et al. (2012) studied the stability problem of Kalman filtering for the scenario that the sensor sends the measurement data via a fading communication channel. Their theoretical results demonstrated the relation between channel states and the stability of state estimation. Qi et al. (2016) provided an optimal sensor data transmission strategy for the case when the sensor-to-estimator communication channel is modelled as a fading channel. The strategy proposed therein can minimize the expected average error covariance in an infinite time horizon. Ge et al. (2017) compared the performances between the extended strong tracking filter and the extended Kalman filter under practical environments in which the system model is mismatched, owing to fading and other factors.
As mentioned, in the framework of remote estimation, limited sensor energy and real-time communication channel states are two crucial factors that influence the quality of remote state estimation. An important issue that has not been considered in most existing works is how to balance the quality of remote state estimation and the cost of sensor power when the sensor's packets are transmitted over a fading channel. Inspired by this, in this work we investigate the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of the expected average estimation errors and the sensor's transmission power cost in an infinite time horizon.
Briefly, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We formulate an optimization problem that combines the quality of remote state estimation and the cost of sensor power when the sensor measurements are sent over a fading channel. The objective is to minimize the weighted sum of the expected average estimation errors and the sensor power cost in an infinite time horizon. 2. We present the form of optimal sensor power control policy by virtue of a Markov-decision-process-based method. However, this cannot be adopted directly, since a part of this form is unclear. Thus, we further approximate the unclear part, and then provide an analytical expression of a suboptimal strategy.
Notation R m refers to the set of m-dimensional vectors with real values. R + refers to the set of positive real numbers. .(A) stands for the maximal eigenvalue of matrix A. I(X ) denotes the indicator function with respect to the set X . k x k denotes the Euclidean norm of vector x. e k1:k2 denotes the set of e from time k 1 to k 2 . N m, W (Á) represents the Gaussian distribution with mean m and variance W . lim sup stands for the supremum limit.
Problem formulation

System framework
In our scenario, the dynamics of the physical plant are modelled by a linear and time-invariant process as
where x k 2 R m stands for the state vector of the physical plant at time k, w k 2 R m , k = 1, 2, . . . denotes the independent and identical noises with Gaussian distribution which have mean 0 and covariance W , respectively. It is assumed that the process of the physical plant is unstable, i.e. .(A) . 1, and the pair (A, W 1 2 ) is controllable (Zhang et al., 2014 (Zhang et al., , 2016a . Figure 1 presents the architecture of the system under investigation. In our scenario, a sensor observes the plant's states, and then the scheduler that is equipped in the sensor decides whether or not to send the observation packets to the remote estimator via a wireless channel.
Communication model
In our scenario, we assume that the sensor transmits the data over a standard wireless fading channel (please refer to Figure 2 ). The channel gains g k 2 R + are independent and identically distributed and also independent of the process noises (Goldsmith, 2005) . As we all know, the signal-to-noise ratio can be expressed by r k = g k p k =N 0 , where p k is the sensor's transmission power at time k and the constant N 0 is the noise power. In fact, r determines whether the transmission packets are received or not by the remote estimator. Thus, the packet reception probability can be expressed by the function a k = a(g k , p k ). Actually, a is a sigmoid increasing function with respect to r (Halperin et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2008) .
Since the packets are transmitted over the unreliable wireless network, they may be dropped and sometimes cannot be received by the estimator. The remote estimator usually adopts the minimum mean squared error criterion to estimate the states remotely (Shi and Xie, 2012) . Here g k , k = 1, 2, . . . are the channel gains at each time block. In a standard block fading channel, the channel gain in each time block is invariant, and may be changed at different time blocks. In our scenario, we assume that channel gains are independent and identically distributed random variables (Gatsis et al., 2014) .
Denote u k , k = 1, 2, . . . as the indicator variables of packet reception, i.e.
It is evident that the random variable u k follows binary distribution B(a k ). Then the obtained data at the remote estimator side is y k = u k x k , k = 1, 2, . . . at time k. We define the set S k as all the data obtained at the estimator side until time k, i.e. S k = fx 0 , u 0:k , y 0:k g.
Problem setup
According to , the state estimate at time k can be calculated bŷ
Then we can easily obtain the estimation error
and the associated error covariance
As we all know, the sensor often suffers from the limited transmission power. In this work, we suppose that the sensor power is restrained in the fixed range ½0, p. Our objective is to solve the following problem.
where J e T refers to the total remote estimation errors in the time
s T refers to the total cost of sensor power in the time horizon ½1,
0 is the given weight, g = fp k , k = 1, 2, . . .g refers to a feasible sensor power control policy in the time horizon ½1, ') and G collects all the feasible power control policies.
Unlike previous work (Ren et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2011a) aiming to improve the estimation quality subject to the sensor energy constraint, our considered problem here integrates the quality of remote estimation and the cost of the sensor transmission power. The weight l represents the importance of these two indexes. From the designer's perspective, the more important the sensor transmission power, the larger the weight l.
It is also worth mentioning that, if l = 0, then the sensor power cost is ignored in the objective of Problem 1. Several recent works have investigated this case. For example, Quevedo et al. (2012) designed a stabilizing sensor power control strategy that can minimize the total sensor power cost in a finite time horizon. Qi et al. (2016) provided an optimal sensor power scheduling strategy to minimize the average remote state estimation error in an infinite time horizon.
Problem solution
In this section, we first employ a Markov decision process framework to present the optimal solution structure for Problem 1. However, some part of the optimal solution cannot be expressed explicitly. Then we give an approximation of this implicit part, and provide an approximate optimal solution for Problem 1.
Problem analysis
Owing to the requirement of stability, we assume that
In fact, this assumption means that the sensor has enough power to support the stability, i.e. the state of the physical plant is bounded in the sense of the second moment (Gatsis et al., 2014) .
To study the problem proposed in this work, we define
According to equation (3), we have
Thus, it is evident that
whereS k = fe 0:k , g 0:k , a 0:kÀ1 g. Therefore, the objective function (equation (5)) is expressible as
where the function c(e, g, a) is defined by
Markov decision process framework
We adopt the Markov decision process framework to investigate the sensor power control policy. The following definitions are required:
State. The sensor can compute e k when the acknowledgement information at time k À 1 from the remote estimator is received by the sensor. The channel state information can also be achieved if it sends a short pilot signal to the estimator with a constant power and then the channel state information can be obtained at the estimator side and will rapidly return to the sensor. Accordingly the state for our considered problem at the beginning of time k can be defined by s k = (e k , g k ). The state space can be expressed by
Denote F k = sfs t , t = 1, 2, . . . , kg as the minimum s-algebra containing the set fs t , t = 1, 2, . . . , kg. At the beginning of time k, the sensor has to decide the transmission power p k , which is equivalent to the packet drop probability a k 2 !(e k , g k ), where
, and D and g the given large real numbers. It is clear that the action a k is F k -adapted at time k. ! k is the action set at time k.
State transition probability. For the obtainable sensor power transmission policy, the random process fs k g formulates a Markov chain with the space O S . According to equation (3), the state transition probability can be expressed by
where e and e + are the current and next moment values of the estimation error, respectively, g and g + are the current and next moment values of the channel gain, respectively, and F g stands for the distribution function of the random variable g.
Optimal transmission power control policy
According to the Markov decision process framework and related theoretical conclusions [(Herna´ndez-Lerma and Lasserre, 2012) , the optimal power control policy G Ã is not dependent on the initial values (Bertsekas, 2001) . Another key feature of G Ã is that it is a stationary policy. Thus, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Consider equation (11). There exists a function
The optimal objective value of this minimization problem is J Ã = E e, g ½U (, g). The corresponding sensor power control policy can be derived from
Proof. This can be derived from the theorems in Vega-Amaya (2003) . h The optimal sensor transmission power control policy a Ã is presented in Theorem 1. Unfortunately, U (e + , g + ), an important part in a Ã , cannot be analytically expressed. Thus, we still cannot adopt this result to implement the optimal control scheme of the sensor power. The critical issue is how to evaluate the function on the right side of equation (16).
Approximate optimal solution
Since the subsequent investigation focuses on a suboptimal solution, we can neglect the cases k e k! D and g !g in the following analysis. According to equation (14), it is clear that
Then we can rewrite equation (16) using equation (17) and
where
It is evident that the power control policy is determined by the channel state g and the estimation error e concurrently. To provide an approximation policy, we ignore the effect of e on the control policy. This means that an approximation policy only depends on the channel state, i.e. p = p(g), which is equivalent to a = a(g). We show the approximation of function D(e) next. Lemma 1. Consider equation (11) under the power control policy p : a = a(g). Suppose thatã . a c . Then the objective function in equation (11) under the power control policy p becomes
where the matrix E is derived by the Lyapunov equation
Proof. Equation (3) implies
Then we have E = (1 Àã)(AEA 0 +W ), where E = lim k!' E(e k e 0 k ). The existence of this limit comes from equation (7). Then it is clear that equation (20) holds. Ã Lemma 2. Consider equation (11) under the power control policy p : a = a(g). Suppose thatã . a c . Then the function U (e, g) becomes
where the matrix M is derived by the Lyapunov equation
Proof. From Herna´ndez-Lerma and Lasserre (2012), we can obtain
Our objective becomes to prove that U p (e, g), J p , c(e, g, a) and E½U p (e + , g + )je, g, a satisfy equation (24). According to equations (14) and (22), we have
Taking equations (22), (20), (12) and (25) into equation (24), we obtain
Since equation (23) holds, we simplify equation (26) and then obtain Tr(E) = Tr(MW ). This means that we only need to prove Tr(E) = Tr(MW ). In fact, according to equations (21) and (23), the matrices E and M can be calculated by
respectively. Then it is evident that Tr(E) = Tr(MW ) holds, and the proof is complete. From Lemma 2, the function U (e, g) can be approximated by U p (e, g). Then we propose a suboptimal sensor power control policy as follows.
Theorem 2. Consider equation (11). A suboptimal control policy of sensor power is given by a sub (e, g) = arg min
Proof. Since the power control policy p is given, it is evident that U p (w, g) is known. Thus, we can design a suboptimal power control policy by ignoring U (w, g) in equation (18) 
Substituting equations (22) and (23) into equation (19), we can obtain equation (29), thereby completing the proof. h
Theorem 2 provides a suboptimal solution of Problem 1. It replaces the part D in equation (18) with a new computable expressionD. Thus, this conclusion can be adopted to control the sensor transmission power.
It is worth mentioning that our results cannot be directly generalized to the case when the state is not directly measured at the sensor side, namely, y s k = Cx k +v k , where v k is the measurement noise. In fact, for this general case, we have to redefine e k ¼ D y s k À CAx kÀ1 at the sensor side. It is clear that equations (9) and (10) no longer hold. Thus, we cannot directly extend our framework to this general case. We will investigate the sensor power control problem for this general case in the future.
Case studies
We have pointed out that the packet reception probability a depends on the signal-to-noise ratio. In practice, the expression of a is determined by the communication modes. In this section, we investigate a special case in which the sensor-toestimator transmission adopts a capacity achieving code.
Capacity achieving code case
When the communication is with the capacity achieving code, the packet reception probability a can be expressed by a = I(SNR ! SNR 0 ), where SNR 0 is the given threshold. Thus, the sensor power control policy can be defined by the set f0, p 0 =g k g with p 0 = N 0 SNR 0 (Gatsis et al., 2014) .
According to Theorem 2, a suboptimal power control policy for capacity achieving code case is derived by
Simulation example
Now we provide a simulation example to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed power control policy. Give the parameters of the linear system of equation (1) as
The communication parameters for simulation are given in Table 1 .
We study the effect of the proposed sensor power control policy (equation (32)) on the quality of remote estimation and the total costs. To demonstrate the effect of the proposed policy, we also provide a reference power control policy, which uses fixed sensor power p c to transmit the measurements to the remote estimator. Figure 3 shows the average estimation errors at the remote estimator under different sensor power policies. It is evident that the estimation quality under the proposed control policy is much better than that under the reference policy. Figure 4 presents the variation in estimation quality, i.e. average estimation error, under the proposed control policy. According to Figure 5 , we can see that the average power cost under the proposed power control policy is also much smaller. Figure 6 further indicates that, compared with the reference policy, the average total cost under the proposed power control policy is much smaller.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the sensor power control problem, which balances the cost of the average sensor power and the average estimation errors in an infinite time horizon. In our scenario, the sensor transmits the measurements over a fading channel. The objective is to minimize the weighted average sum of power costs and estimation errors. The sensor has to determine the transmission power at each time. We have adopted a Markov decision process framework to find out the optimal sensor power control policy. Unfortunately, the derived optimal sensor power control policy cannot be used, since it is difficult to express the optimal policy analytically. We have instead approximated the analytical expression and provided a suboptimal solution. Finally, we have investigated the efficiency of our proposed power control policy using a simulation example. 
